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Fusion excitation functions were obtained for Al

Ge at energies from about 6 MeV below to 7 MeV

above the Coulomb barrier. One—dimensional barrier

penetration model calculations with one free parameter yield

parameters in good agreement with the systematics for fusion

above the barrier. Large low-energy enhancements are observed

whose trend suggests the presence of a structural change

between 7O'72Ge and 7S'74'7eGe. Within the context of simple

model calculations, this trend is explained as arising from
73

the odd-A structure of Ge on one hand, and from a spherical

(or oblate) to prolate shape transition between ' ' Ge and
74'70Ge, on the other hand.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The heavy ion collision process has shown unexpected

facets which have been uncovered by the considerable amount of

work, both experimental and theoretical, accumulated during

the last decade concerning sub-barrier fusion1' . The

enhanced cross sections observed for many systems (with

respect to simple barrier penetration models), give evidence

for the presence of additional degrees of freedom besides the

relative separation between the two reacting nuclei ltS.

Furthermore, tha differences found in the excitation functions

as the number of neutrons or protons changes suggest that the

structure of the colliding nuclei plays an important role in

this kind of reaction

Among all possible phenomena that might be influencing

the fusion process below the barrier, the effects of static

deformation of target and/or projectile , and the effects

of the excitation of collective vibrational states in the

reacting nuclei ' (which thus serve as doorway states

for fusion), have been systematically studied and the

Importance of their role is well established (See Réf. 3 for a

review). Other effects that have been considered are

dynamical deformation , quasielastic transfer , and neck

formation *

Recent studies of sub-barrier fusion in the region of

compound nuclear mass near ArslOO show large enhancements in

the corresponding cross sections ' ' In this work we

present data for the fusion of 27Al with 7O.72.?a.74.7dGe at

energies near to and below the Coulomb barrier. Effects due

to both static deformation and coupling to vibrational states

are expected to be present in these systems. Al is in a

transition region between prolate ( Mg) and oblate ( Si)

shapes ' . Its measured quadrupole moment and 8(E2)

values are a signature for a large static deformation, and

the models used to describe 1C indicate an oblate shape



The Ge nuclei, on the other hand. have extremely

interesting features which make them exciting subjects to

study from both experimental and theoretical viewpoints. They

belong to s region of weak deformation and are very shape
93**3Punstable (soft) . These softness properties have been

suggested as a possible explanation for certain peculiar

effects observed in the sub-barrier fusion of 38><34Ni + 7*Ge

and Ge + *fie * . On the basis of systematic studies of

neutron transfer reactions CCp.t) and (t,p)] and Coulomb

excitation , polarized deuteron and proton scattering

[(3.d),(3.d').(p,p).(p,p')]41, and inelastic d-scattering**,

it is possible to assign a nearly spherical nature to the

ground and low excited states of Ge and Ge and a

moderately prolate deformation to those in Ge and Ge. A

shape transition between Ge and Ge is also supported by

direct measurements of electron scattering

It 1s our purpose to investigate 1n this paper the

possible effects of this shape transition on the sub-barrier

fusion cross sections for our systems. We included a Ge

target in an effort to have a closer look at the transition

region. This is perhaps the first system with target and

projectile having odd-A for which an analysis of sub-barrier

fusion data is reported.

In section II we describe the experimental procedure

followed in this work. Some details of the analysis of data

and the experimental results are presented in section III.

The barrier parameters are determined and a comparative

analysis is made of the enhancements observed for the

different systems in section IV. In section V the model

calculations performed to account for the possible different:

nuclear shapes are described, and a discussion of the

corresponding results is given in VI. Finally, a summary and

the conclusions of this work are given in section VII.



II EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Seams of Al from the 3-stage tandem Van de Graaff

facility at the University of Notre Dame were used to bombard

targets of 7°'72'79'74'7<îGe ac lab energ-}es in the region from

67 to 85 MeV, in steps of 1 MeV. Beam -intensifies ranged from

1 to A particle nanoamperes (pna). The characteristics of the

targets are listed in Table 1. Note that for each of the

first three even isotopes there were two targets; except for
TO
Ge, the thicker target was always used to obtain all the

experimental data points, while the thinner one was then used

to repeat a few points allowing us to check the experimental

procedure, particularly the energy loss correction which we

will describe below in section III. For the case of Ge, the

two lowest-energy points, as well as three other points in

that region, were obtained with the thinner (and more pure)

target.

A recoil velocity spectrometer (see Fig. 1) was used to

measure the yields of evaporation residues (ER) which come out

in a narrow cone around the beam direction. An electrostatic

deflector separates the transmitted beam from the residues

(the beam-rejection factor is about 10 ). which are in turn

electronically separated from slit-scattered beam-like

particles, and/or from reaction products coming from the

target backing, by means of a time-of-f1ight/energy telescope.

This telescope consists of a microchannel-plate detector,

which gives the first time signal, and a silicon surface

barrier (SSB) detector placed at the end of a Im arm which

provides both a time and an energy signal. The transmission

efficiency through the apparatus for the mass and energy range

we are interested in (at the optimum deflecting voltage) was

determined to be 0.780 ± 0.045 by measuring elastic scattering

of 8r and Rh beams ac appropriate energies to simulate

the recoiling ER. A Monte Carlo calculation also gave a peak

transmission in good agreement with this value. Cross



sections as small as 0.14 mb were measured. A fairly detailed

description of the spectrometer was given 1n Réf. 4.4, and a

more complete report will be published elsewhere.

The simultaneous measurement of Rutherford scattering of

Che beam with a four-monitor system allowed us to obtain

absolute normalization factors for the differential cross

sections with high precision (-1%). We have shown that, in

contrast to the usual method where only one monitor is used

(or the less usual one with two monitors), this method gives

results which are stable against variations in the

equipment-alignment or beam-focusing conditions. Even fcr the

case of a reasonably good alignment, the precision obtained

with our system is typically about 20 (4) times better than

that of the 1 (2)-monitor method*3.

Since particle evaporation is the dominant decay mode for

compound nuclei in the present mass and energy range, the

complete fusion cross sections were simply taken as the ER

cross sections. We measured single-angle excitation

functions, at an angle of 3 , which were then normalized to

integrated angular distributions obtained at selected

energies. As the shape of these angular distributions does

not change appreciably within the energy range covered by our

experiments, this procedure is well justified.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

A typical example of raw data obtained in these

experiments is shown in Fig. 2. In this time-of-f1ight versus

energy ), .ot the ER island is clearly resolved from the events

corresponding to beam—like particles. In Fig. 3, a set of

angular distributions typical of each system is presented.
o

Since these distributions are symmetric around 8=0 . the

measurement of positive and negative angles allows for

interpolation co the important region of small angles.



determining at the same time the zero-degree position of the

t ime-of — f 1 ight arm with high precision. The results of

Gaussian fits to the data are shown as continuous curves 1n

Fig. 3. As for the behaviour of the widths of the

distributions (which were all taken with the corresponding

thicker target in Table 1), the broadening effects of angular

straggling in the target played a more important role than the

narrowing effects of an increased neutron excess in the

compound nucleus. Integration of the Gaussian distributions

over the whole solid angle gava the total fusion cross

sections for the selected energies, which were used to scale

the single-angle excitation functions.

Energy loss in the target was accounted for in the

following way: starting with the bombarding energies in the

cm system, a Wong-type function (see Formula 3) with thrae

free parameters (R ,ixo ,V ) 1s fit to the data points (E ,a ).
O O O n n

We must mention that for this purpose we do not wor.ry about

the physical meaning of the parameters since all that 1s

needed here 1s an analytical function which represents the

data. Calling this function f (E), a new energy for the n

point is calculated as the weighted average

C
n

J E f£E) JfE

n

J

n

where E 1s the projectile energy after traversing the target.
n

The new data points (E', a ) produce a second function f (E)n n 2
which, when used instead of f (E) in (1), produces in turn a

new set of energies. This iterative process 1s repeated until

self consistent results are obtained.

Impurities in the isocopic composition of Che targets



were accounted for by solving, for each energy E, the system

of linear equations

3
= £ fV(E) wl ---- 5 (2)

where a (E) is the measured cross section for the t target,
m

f. is the fraction of the j isotope which is present in the

1. target (see Table 1), and o (E) is the unknown cross

section for the j isotope. Since the energies measured for

the different targets differ from each other after energy loss

correction, an interpolation procedure was followed in which

Wong-type functions were used as described in the previous

paragraph .

The resulting fusion cross sections are listed in Table

2. The reported errors include the 1% uncertainty in the

absolute normalization factors (see section II) and the

statistical errors. In addition, a maximum systematic error

of about 8% is estimated for our data coming mainly from the

transmission efficiency determination ("6%), the scaling of

single-angle excitation functions (-3%) and the observation

angle of the spectrometer (-5%). Since the corrections for

isotopic impurities were very small for most data points, we

neglected the corresponding contribution to the systematic

error. The data are displayed in Fig. 4 for all systems,

together with model calculations which will be discussed in

the next sections.

IV. ONE-OIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The one-dimensional barrier penetration model (BPM), in

one of its more simple versions, predicts fusion cross
40

sections as given by Wong's formula :
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'[ JT̂ V 1}

where E is the energy in che center of mass, R and V are the
o o

radius and the height of the barrier, respectively, and nw is

determined by the curvature at the top of the barrier and by

the reduced mass fJ according to

"•„• -
Using the Coulomb potential for two point charges plus a

nuclear potential of Woods-Saxon shape, a one-parameter fit

was made to the data in the region where cr>lQQ mb . According

to Vaz , et al , this procedure should produce barrier

parameters which are nearly independent of the potential

assumed. The radius and difuseness of the Woods-Saxon well

were fixed at R=R +R +0.29 fm and a-Q.63 fm, where the
P «•

projectile and target radii are calculated according to

R = 1.233'A1X9 - 0.978-A~1XS fm , (5)
P.t P.I P. I

while the depth was varied until the resulting barrier

parameters , when inserted into (3), gave the best fit.

These parameters, along with the corresponding results

from the systematics reported in Réf. 1, are shown in Table 3.

We see that the extracted barriers agree with those calculated

from Réf. 1 within better than 1%. Considering that the

systematic error estimated for our data gives about ±0.6%

uncertainty in the barrier heights, we see that both values

are within or very near the error bars for all systems.

The corresponding BPM curves are shown as dashed lines in

Fig. 4. We Immediately see that there is a large enhancement



of the sub-barrier cross sections for all systems. In

addition, a careful observation indicates a qualitative change

in the behaviour of the excitation functions between ' Ge

and ' ' r.Ge. They seem to fall less steeply with

decreasing energy for the heavier isotopes, thus giving rise

to larger enhancements.

This behaviour becomes more evident in the plot of Fig.

5, where the enhancement factors are displayed for each

system. Trivial effects of barrier-height shifts between

different systems are eliminated here by subtracting from the

cm energy the respective barrier heights for each system.

Three features can be observed in this Figure: 1)the flat

region with unit ratio for above-barrier energies reminds us

that the one—ditnensiona 1 8PM provides a good description of

data in this region; 2)the large deviations from unity for

low energies indicate the breakdown of the one-dimensional

assumption; 3)the abrupt change in the curves for the three

heaviest systems, which grow steeply with decreasing energy

leaving a gap between them and those corresponding to the

lightest systems, strongly suggests a structural change

between ' Ge and ' ' Ge. On the basis of simplified

coupled-channel and equivalent-spheres calculations, we will

be able to account for these features in the following

sections.

V. COUPLED-CHANNEL AND EQUIVALENT-SPHERES CALCULATIONS

In order to account for the possibility of exciting

collective degrees of freedom (surface vibrations) of the

target and/or projectile on their wa^ to fusion, we used the

finite range version of the simplified coupled-channel program

CCFUS* . In the approach followed in this code, the effect of

the coupling is to replace the barrier V(r) by a sec of

barriers {V ( r ) -*-\ ( r ) } which confroncs Che incoming flux. The
ITl



tot<-:l transmission is given by a weighted average of the

transmission functions for each effective barrier:

J T(E,V(r )+X(r ) )
mo ni (6)

The weighting factors U and the barrier modification X(r)
mo m

can be determined by diagonal1z1ng the coupling Interaction,

which depends on the deformation parameters ft through the
A

coupling strength

F , = F
vnel N

dr (7)

F = ——
° JZZ

2 ̂ X-!
3Z Z e fR-j

——H
(2X-H)r2 [rj

To calculate the nuclear radius R, relation (5) is used. The

fusion cross section then has contributions from several terms

of the type given in expression (3):

(8)
m

In a recent version of CCFUS . the possibility of

accounting for a static deformation of target and/or

projectile has been implemented. The basic idea here is that

the nuclear radii of deformed nuclei depend on the deformation

parameters and on the orientation angles Q. with respact to

the collision axis. Through them, the nuclear and Coulomb

potentials depend also on these variables . Using the method
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of equivalent-spheres ' , a calculation of the type

described by (3) or (8) can be performed for each pair

(£ .Q ) and the final result is obtained by averaging over all
P v

possible orientations.

We were thus able to perform calculations under any of

three assumptions for the shape of each reactant: a) it is

spherical, in which case a coupling of the ground state to the

inelastic vibrational channels was included. b)it has a static

oblate deformation (/3<0), or c)it has a static prolate

deformation (/?>0). In the latter two cases the above

described method was used without explicitly including any

excited state of the reactant.

For any calculation. the input parameters are those

related to the barrier on one hand and those describing the

inelastic channels to be coupled or the static deformation of

the ground state on the other hand. The barrier parameters

used were always those determined in IV (Table 3). As for the

inelastic channels, all known states with a significant E2 or

E3 transition strength to the ground state were taken into

account. The respective spectroscopic information is listed

in Table 4, which includes a column with the transition

strength S(EX) in Weisskopf units in order to give a better

Idea of the collective nature of the state. The usual

relation between (3. and B(EX) was used. For calculations

^where a static deformation had to be entered, the value of

|f5 I listed in Table 4 for the corresponding lowest transition

was used in each case, a procedure that can be Justified

within the adiabatic rotational model under the assumption of

an axially symmetric nucleus (the sign of f) is undetermined

because of its square-root relation with 8(E2)). Since it is

the deformation length (3 R that is the relevant quantity, all
\

values of /?. given in this paper were normalized to correspond
X

to a standard radius given in (S).

Calculations for all nine combinations of the possible

model assumptions for the shape of each nucleus were
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performed. The following shorthand notation is defined in

order to label the different models: two capital letters are

used, the first referring to the projectile and the second to

the target. Each letter can be either S,O or P meaning that a

spherical, an oblate deformed, or a prolate deformed shape is

assumed for the nucleus, respectively. So, for example, a

model calculation where Al is assumed oblate deformed while Ge

is assumed spherical (vt'brational ) is labeled OS.

VI. DISCUSSION

The results of some selected model calculations for each

system are compared with the experimental data and with the

respective 8PM calculations in Figs. 6-10. From Fig. 6 we

already see some very interesting features: our data for Al

-*• Ge cannot be matched if a prolate deformation is assumed

for Al- The results for a spherical Al, not displayed in the

Figure, give an even worse fit. The best of them corresponds

to the SS assumption and the corresponding curve has the wrong

slope, underpredicting the high energy points while

overpredicting the low energy ones. An oblate Al, combined

with either a spherical or an oblate Ge, are clearly the best

choices for this system. This 1s in agreement with what has

been concluded from independent spectroscopic studies about

both 70Ge 9P'41'42 and 27Al 9O (th* positive sign that has

been assigned to the measured quadrupole moment of the ground

state of Al ' ' is not in contradiction to a negative

Intrinsic quadrupole moment [oblate shape], as noted in R*f.

30). We will now show that a consistent scheme can be

obtained by making a global analysis for all measured systems.

For each excitation function, the goodness of fit for a

given model calculation can be measured by the quantity



(9)

where N 1s the number of points, E. are the expérimental

energies, a and a , are the experimental and the model•xp moo
cross sections, respectively, and e is the experimental error

1n or divided by a ,. In this definition, more importance
•xp mod

is given to the relative than to the absolute deviations from

the data, which is appropriate since we want to have a good

description of the data in the far sub-barrier region.

The values of % obtained for each system under all

different model assumptions are presented in Table 5. The

sensitivity of this parameter to the goodness-of-fit can be

easily visualized. For example, we see that the two curves OS

and OP in Fig. 6 make a difference of about 30% in the

respective values of .̂ We can now make the following

argument: from the first two lines in Table 5 we can rule out

•the assumption that Al is spherical or prolate since no

acceptable fit is obtained under this assumption for the Al

+• ' Ge systems, a conclusion which was already drawn from

Fig. 6 for the first system. As for the ' Ge isotopes, we

can rule out the assumption of their being prolate but so far

they could be either spherical or oblate since the

corresponding fits are nearly equivalent, as seen from the

respective x values and from Figs. 6 and 7.

We may now go to the third line in Table 5 and, looking

only to the 00, OP, and OS columns, conclude that Ge ought

to be spherical in order to have consistency with the previous

conclusion. The superiority of the OS over the OO and OP

models for 27Al +• 73Ge is clearly displayed in Fig. 8. We

note here that the relative positions of the three curves has

changed with respect to the situation for Al -t- ' Ge,

Figs. 6 and 7. This illustrates che fact that Ge, being an

odd nucleus, possesses more low-energy ground-state
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transitions than the neighboring even nuclei (see Table 4).

The additional channels coupled into the calculation increase

the enhancement at low energies thus shifting the OS curve

higher in Fig. 8. This in turn explains the origin of the

structural change between Ge and Ge suggested by Fig. 5

and discussed in section IV. It is the usual change in

structure between an even and an odd nucleus!

From the last two lines 1n Table 5, staying again in the

columns corresponding to oblate Al , we see that the data now

favour the interpretation that both Ge and Ge are prolate

deformed. Again, this is in agreement w-:th the results of

Independent spectroscopic studies ' ' , as mentioned in

section I. The new situation is displayed in Figs. 9 and 10.

We see that, as expected, the relative positions of the OO,

OP, and OS curves are qualitatively similar to the

corresponding positions for Al +• * Ge in Figs. 6 and 7.

The quantitative differences can be ascribed to the increased

deformation of the heavier Isotopes on one hand , which seems

to affect the OP calculation more than the OO calculation, and

to the decreased strengths of the E3 transitions in ** °Ge on

the other hand (see Table 4), which lowers the OS ^urve. The

data, however, show now a larger enhancement at the lowest

energies making the OP model the only one able to describe

them. Therefore, in this case the structural change suggested

by Fig. 5 can actually be ascribed, within the framework of

our model calculations, to a shape transition to prolate

deformation for " Ge.

We thus arrive at a scheme where all data can be

described within the framework of our simple model

calculations if a vibrational character is assumed for

70,72.73Ge wn1le a preface deformation is assigned to 7*'7OGe,

using always an oblate deformed Al. For ' Ge. an oblate

deformation can describe the data equally well. The

corresponding model calculations are illustrated by the

continuous curves in Fig. 4, where the CS model was used for
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Ge. Only one free parameter, the depth of the nuclear

part of the potential , was fit in the 8PM calculations and

then carried unchanged to the more complete model

calculations. The excellent agreement with the data can be

fully appreciated in Fig. 4.

The importance of doing a global comparative analysis as

in this work must be emphazised. A naive survey of individual

lines in Table 5 could lead to the model sequence 00. 00, SP,

SO,SO for the "best" description of data for 27Al +
70,72,73.74.7*9 _ . , « . , . . _ , - ,Ge, respectively. Should we have measured only

the three heaviest systems, for example, we could have

erroneously concluded that Al is spherical while Ge is

prolate deformed and both Ge and Ge are oblate deformed.

The use of independent information concerning the oblate

nature of Al could fix this problem, of course, but it is only

within the framework of the global analysis of many systems

that a selfconsistent description can be obtained.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The near and sub-barrier fusion cross sections for the

Al •*• ' ' ' ' Ge systems have been measured using a

recoil velocity spectrometer. A single-parameter fit of

one—dimensional BPM calculations to the cross sections in the

region above 100 mb gave barrier parameters for all systems

which are in excellent agreement with the existing

systematics. Using these parameters, a comparative analysis

of the sub-barrier enhancements for all systems was made.

This analysis clearly indicates a structural .change between
70^72Ge and 7S'74'7<3Ge.

Using systematic calculations in which inelastic

vibrational channels are coupled to the ground state of

spherical nuclei, while the equivalent-spheres method is used

for deformed nuclei, a consistent scheme was found which very
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r r - " .• describes all features of the data. The laroe-

enhancement for 27Al +• 73Ge with respect to 27Al +• 7o'72Ge was

explained as the result of the vibrational Ge nucleus having

more low-lying collective inelastic channels which can be

coupled to the ground state with appreciable strength, due to

its odd-A nature. For the case of " Al •»• ' Ge, on the

other hand, the larger enhancement could be explained as the

consequence of a transition from spherical Cor possibly

oblate) shapes for ' Ge to prolate deformed shapes for

' Ge. Spectroscopic information from the literature was

used in these calculations, without any free parameter except

for the one mentioned above for the 8PM calculations.

The scheme arrived at in this work is consistent with

that obtained from systematic studies of neutron transfer

reactions. Coulomb excitation, deuteron, proton and a-particle

scattering ' ' concerning the Ge isotopes. It is also

consistent with information obtained from energy-level

spectra, 8(52) values, and nucléon pickup measurements for

Al. We conclude, therefore, that sub-barrier fusion

measurements do actually offer very interesting possibilities

for the investigation of nuclear structure.

From the theoretical point of view, it would be

interesting to analyze our data within the framework of a more

rigorous model than the one used here, which is bound to have

limitations in view of its simplifying assumptions. From the

experimental point of view, to repeat the measurements on the

Ge isotopes using a spherical projectile such as O or Ca

would be of interest since the effects of the differing

structure of the Ge isotopes could be isolated in this way.
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TA8LE CAPTIONS

. -Characteristics of the targets used in this work. A NC Ir-

ths third column means a self-supportting target.

2.-Total fusion cross sections for Al +• Ge systems.

3.-3arrier parameters extracted from our data and from the

systematics of Réf. 1.

4.-Inelastic channels included in the coupled-channel

calculations, and respective coupling parameters.

5.-Value of £ (see text) for the different model predictions for

each system. O, P, S in the first (second) place means Al (Ge)

oblate, prolate, spherical, respectively.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

1.-Schematic side view of the recoil velocity spectrometer.

2.-Scatter plot of the particles detected at 2° in the

bombardment of 7<3Ge with 80 MeV (lab) 27Al. The time of flight

(the energy) decreases (increases) linearly with the channel

number.

3.-Angular distributions obtained for 27Al •»• 7°-72'™-7*-7aQe

at E = 56.4, SS.9, 56.4, 57.8 and 58.0 MeV, respectively.
cm

The error bars are smaller than the points in all cases.

4.—Experimental fusion cross sections for Al +

Ge. The dashed curves correspond to

one-dimensional barrier penetration calculations while the

continuous curves are the results of the "best

model" calculations, as discussed in the text.
~ r- •_ .= * Z7 . -i 7O.7Z.73.74.7d-5.-Enhancement factors for Al + Ge as a

function of the energy excess with respect to the barrier.

6.-Comparison of model calculations (curves) with

experimental data (dots) for the Al + Ge system. O, P, S

1n tne first (second) place means Al (Ge) oblate, prolate,

spherical, respectively. BPM refers to the one-dimensional

barrier penetration model calculation.

7.-Same as Fig. 6, but for the Al + Ge system.

8.-Same as Fig. S, but for the Al + Ge system.

9.-Same as Fig. 6, but for the Al + Ge system.

10.-Same as Fig. 6, but for the Al * Ge system.
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57.5 MeV 1<J0 ions.
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Table 2

System E (MeV)
cm

27Al-H70Ge 50.2
50.9
51.2
51 .6
51.9
52.3
52.6
53.0
53.3
53.9
54.5
55.1
55.8
56.4
57.1
57.8
58-5
59 -2
59.2
59.9
59.9

27Al-H72Ge 49.5
50.2
50.9
51 .7
52.3
53.0
53.7
54.3
54.9
55.6
56.2
56.9
57.5
58.3
59.0
59.7
60.4

27Al-H73Ge 50.0
5 0 . 7
51 .5
5 2 . 2
5 2 . 9
53 .6
54 . 4

a (mb)
Tua

0.48(13)
1.16(19)
1 .44(17)
3 .12(35)
4 .78(34)
7.47(73)
8.31(50)

13.4 (13)
16.83(86)
28.0 (12)
47.6 (20)
62.4 (24)
89.1 (33)
98.6 (30)

134.6 (43)
180.8 (54)
181.1 (59)
224.0 (68)
220.6 (82)
267.8 (84)
25S.1 (93)

0.16 (4)
0.45 (6)
1.11(12)
3.29(31)
7 .38(65)

14.70(52)
23.61(85)
39.1 (14)
60.8 (23)
79.7 (26)

102.5 (32)
135.8 (40)
160.4 (50)
198.2 (66)
222.6 (68)
223.8 (62)
279.2 (84)

0 .81(18)
2 . 5 4 ( 3 9 )
5 . 7 8 ( 4 4 )

10. 1 7 ( 5 8 )
18.9 ( 1 1 )
2 6 . 0 (16)
4 3 . 2 (23)
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(continued)

.. -i E (MeV) a (mb)em f uc

J é a 1+73Qe 55.1
55.8
56.4
57.2
57.9
58.6
59.3
60.2
60.2
60.9
61.7

27Al-I-74Ge 49.2
50.0
50.7
51.4
52.1
52.8
53.5
54.2
54.9
55.7
56.4
57.1
57.8
58.6
59.3
60.0
60.8
61.5

27AU-7^Ge 48.8
49.6
50.3
51 .0
51.7
52.4
53.1
53.8
54.5
55.2
55.9
56.6
57.3
58.0
58.8
59.5
60.2
61.0
61 .7

59.5 (33)
86.2 (63)
108.4 (87)
135. (11)
157. (12)
166. (12)
210. (19)
242. (16)
250. (17)
271. (19)
319. (22)

0.20 (6)
0.67(13)
2.18(21)
6.22(55)
12.16(75)
20.8 (10)
35.4 (16)
50.2 (20)
71.9 (28)
89.5 (30)
117.8 (39)
141.2 (47)
183. (22)
193.1 (65)
214.4 (69)
235.3 (84)
266.9 (88)
301. (12)

0.14 (5)
0.54 (8)
2.21(25)
4.21(38)
9.58(68)
20.2 (12)
30.9 (11)
48.1 (17)
69.1 (25)
94.3 (30)
119.3 (37)
142.4 (44)
184.3 (57)
197.3 (62)
233.1 (71)
251 .3 (79)
297.1 (90)
311.7 (90)
364. (11)
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Table 3

System

27Al+
70Ge

27Al+
72Ge

27Al+
73Ge

27Al+
74Ge

27Al+
7^Ge

This Work Systemadcs

R V "hw R V
O O O O O

(fm) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (MeV)

10.2 55.1 3.8 10.0 55

10.2 55.1 2.8 10.1 55

10.1 55.3 3.8 10.1 54

10.1 55.2 3.8 10.1 54

10.2 54.6 3.7 10.2 54

.3

.0

.9

.7

.5



'-• . eus

"'"7Al

70Ge

72Ge

73Ge

74Ge

70Ge

j"

1/2*
3/2*
7/2*
9/2*

2*
3"

2*
3"

5/2*
7/2*
7/2*
13/2*

2*
3

2*
3

E (MeV)
X

0.84
1 .01
2.21
3.00

1 .04
2.56

0.83
2.51

.013

.069

.499

.82S

0.60
2.54

0.56
2.69

X

2
2
2
2

2
3

2
3

2
2
2
2

2
3

2
3

»<*>„.„

8.1
7.4
14.
6.9

21.
21.3

23.5
23.7

22.9
41 .
6.3
30.

32.
10.2

29.
8.7

. "x

0.37
0.35
0.49
0.34

0.23
0.23

0.25
0.24

0.24
0.32
0.13
0.27

0.29
0.16

0.27
0.14

*'

4,

49
49
49

39,50,51
39, 5i

39,51
39.53

54
54
54
54

39,50.51
53,5g

39,50,51
53,56
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Table 5

Model OO OP OS PO PP PS SO SP SS
Sys-eem

27Al-I-70Ge 2.19 3.12 2.24 5.10 6 .97 6.02 6.50 8.50 3.35

27Al-I-72Ge 2-36 4.29 2.60 5.97 10.0 7.07 7.48 11.9 3.83

27Al-K73Ge 4.43 3 -08 1.03 2.30 1.48 2.62 1.48 0.79 0.99

27Al-I-74Ge 4 .43 2.87 4.84 2.92 4.36 3.39 1.79 4.65 4 .46

27Al+7<SGe 3.18 2.40 3.71 2.56 5.39 7.07 2.34 5.98 3.83
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